Joseph Valachi summed up most of American’s
knowledge of Omaha, Nebraska, while being
questioned by the 1963 Senate Rackets Committee.
When asked about his mob dealings in the cornhusker
city, Joseph answered, “Where in hell is Omaha?”
Not known for its gambling history, Nebraska is
often overlooked as a center of illegal activity. In fact,
by the time the senate got around to questioning
mobsters about their Midwestern geographic
unfamiliarity, Omaha had already witnessed six decades
of being a center for illegal activity of all kinds.

Mob boss Tom Dennison
Its entrance into the
new century would be
anything but quiet for
the city of Omaha as
the year 1900 would
mark the arrival of an
enterprising character
named Tom Dennison.
As a youth, the Irish
immigrant followed the
prospectors through‐
out the west. He left
the hard work of
finding the gold to the laborers, and instead
concentrated on ways of separating the workers from
their daily profits through saloons and gambling casinos.
His prosperity grew, but he yearned to grow some roots
and find real power.
When he arrived in Omaha, he saw a wide open
city and wasted no time to establishing himself as the
vice boss, establishing saloons, brothels and casinos all

over town. Anyone who stood against him was quickly
dispatched and their business closed. He spread money
liberally to the right politicians and even went so far as
to hand pick a mayor who was re‐elected eight times.
Needless to say, his power in Omaha went uncontested
for decades.
As the 1920s approached, the winds of
lawlessness were starting to change.
Omaha’s
politicians were becoming harder to bribe and the
country was closing the doors on the legal liquor
business. As Prohibition went nationwide in 1920, Tom
Dennison knew this would be a golden opportunity to
make a lot of money. Nebraska, with its wide open
expanses was perfect for not only making illegal liquor,
but also served as the perfect platform for distribution.
In no time, Dennison’s liquor was finding its way all over
the country, and partnerships with Capone in Chicago
and Pendergast in Kansas City made his reach immense.
Omaha, once a sleepy town nestled in the center of the
country, was now the center of a huge vice industry.
So much strength and money however was not
going to be overlooked. Dennison’s unchecked power
throughout the 1920s would soon find challengers –
both in competition and law enforcement.
Gene Livingston, a
local Omaha gambler, was
one of the first men bold
enough to take his shot at the
title. There was an unwritten
rule in Omaha that others
could participate in the city’s
vice, as long as it didn’t
interfere with Dennison’s
empire. With the liquor business as Dennison’s main
focus, Livingston’s casino remained small enough to
stay under the radar. There would be room for both

men in Omaha as long as Livingston played by
Dennison’s rules. Unfortunately for him, he didn’t.
As the 1920s were winding down, the city was
starting to take a hard stance on gambling and new
Special Agent Robert “Raiding Rob” Samardick took
great joy in hammering his way into all the casinos in
town. Gene Livingston’s casino was raided in 1930, and
thinking he had purchased protection from the police,
he made his displeasure known. He went so far as to
write a letter to the newspaper not only exposing the
illegal graft, but going into vivid detail as to how it
worked. This public spotlight on the gambling business
was something Dennison was not pleased to see, and it
served as strike one against Livingston.
Already walking on thin ice, Livingston’s next
business venture would pretty much seal his fate.
Wanting to enter the liquor racket, he reached out to
the Capone gang and purchased a gin still with the
intention of competing with Tom Dennison’s liquor
monopoly. Opening a casino was one thing, entering
the moonshine business was quite another. Strike two.
Dennison used his
contacts and had Livingston’s
still confiscated. Without a
means of providing Capone
with product, or the money to
pay him back, Livingston was
a
dead
man
walking.
Threatened to the point of
desperation, Gene Livingston
offered to turn state’s
evidence in exchange for
immunity, as well as some
much needed protection.
Strike three.
On May 1, 1930, Gene
Livingston was relaxing in an
illegal beer parlor when gun
fire rang out. Police found
him slumped over the

counter, dead from three shots. Word around town, of
course, put the blame squarely on Tom Dennison, but
nobody would ever be tried for the murder. It was just
a case of Omaha business.
The next couple of years would prove bloody
for the Omaha underworld. Gangsters on either side of
the Dennison/Livingston gangs turned against each
other resulting in numerous gangland assassinations.
By 1932, the citizens of Omaha had seen enough and
Tom Dennison was finally brought up on charges of
liquor conspiracies. The fact that he was the leader in a
gigantic liquor trade was never in question. Proving it
however would be difficult and finding a jury to convict
was simply impossible.
When the smoke cleared, Dennison would be
acquitted of the charges, but the tide had definitely
turned. Now 75 years old, and feeling every year of it,
Dennison’s empire, as well as his body, was weakening.
He wrapped up loose ends in Omaha (like divorcing his
20 year old wife) and left town for what he hoped was
an extending vacation. In 1934, while traveling in
California, Tom Dennison died in an automobile
accident. His long reign as king of Omaha was over.
The Sam Ziegman Years
The downfall of Dennison created opportunity for
Omaha’s local hustlers. The gang wars had thinned
out the mob rank and file, leaving those who
survived in a strong position. One gambler named
Sam “Ziggy” Ziegman stepped up to fill the vacuum
created by Dennison’s departure.
Ziegman was no stranger when it came to
eschewing Omaha’s laws. For over a decade he had
run a sizable sports book operation out of his
Baseball Headquarters located on downtown’s 15th
Street, as well as interests in other gambling
operations around town. When it came time to find
a new gambling czar of Omaha, Sam Ziegman was
the obvious choice.

The Omaha that Ziegman
inherited was quite a bit different
from that of his predecessor, and
the same forces that unseated
Dennison were also weighing
heavily of Ziegman. His Baseball Headquarters
were subjected to the pressures of raids and as
the Roaring 20s turned into the Swinging 30s,
Ziegman was becoming the number one target
of the reforming community.
Although he had been raided and
charged for both liquor and gambling
violations prior, 1929 was the start of what
would be a long and adversarial
relationship with the Omaha law. In this
year, ”Raiding Rob” Samardick paid the
Baseball Headquarters a professional
visit and found numerous items for
illegal sports betting. Ziegman decided it
was time to fight the charges and sent his lawyers in to
do the heavy lifting. The case dragged on for over a
year as Ziegman’s attorneys continued to hound the
court with appeals. He even went so far as to claim that
the antiquated laws against sports’ betting were null
and void and that in fact he was doing nothing illegal at
all. In the end however, the judge was having none of it
and found him guilty. He paid his small fine and
returned to his Baseball Headquarters ‐‐ only to be
raided again 24 hours later.
Constant and reoccurring
harassment from all sides was now
the norm for Sam Ziegman. An article
from November 1930 in the Lincoln
Evening Journal reported that the
gambler was almost “thru” due to
financial pressure from a combination
of outside competition and large
attorney’s fees from the raids. It was
true that Capone’s Chicago gang was
challenging Ziegman’s hold on the
bookie operation, going so far as to

control the sports’ wire that supplied the bookie joints
with the racing news and charging exorbitant fees. It
was also true that mounting lawyer’s fees and gambling
fines were beginning to strain his finances. But
news of Ziegman’s finality certainly proved
to be premature.
Despite the reports to the
contrary, Ziegman’s power was not in
fact diminishing, but growing during the
turbulent 1930s.
The combination of
Dennison’s decline, the continuing gangster‐
on‐gangster violence and the increased legal
pressure on rival gambling clubs made a
perfect environment for Ziegman to grow. All
he had to do was survive long enough to cash in
his reward.
And survive he did.
Finally, after constant and continuous raids
on his Baseball Headquarters, Ziegman took his case
to the courts and charged the police with harassment.
They, in turn, brought Ziegman up on charges of being a
“common gambler”. The authorities believed they had
an air‐tight case consisting of confiscated illegal
material and undercover agents making bets in his club.
However Ziegman put up his own defense, calling in
seventeen character witnesses and coaxing the jury into
an acquittal.
Although his fight against the law was going
well, the heat from rival gang members was
getting dangerous. In July 1931, shots were fired
in Ziegman’s direction. The police wrote it off as
a “prank”, but Ziegman disagreed and hired a
body guard. Credible threats the next year, as
well as the murder of an associate, prompted the
police to give him around the clock protection.
In 1933, Ziegman’s Baseball Headquarters was
damaged when a bomb exploded on its front
porch.
Although stressful, Sam Ziegman
survived to see the end of the Omaha gang war
and came out the other end stronger than ever.

As the now official bookmaking boss of Omaha, Sam
Ziegman thrived, spreading his influence throughout the
city.
The repeal of Prohibition in 1933 changed the
landscape of Omaha’s illegal activity once again.
Gambling, which previously had taken a backseat to the
liquor trade, was now once again a major player in the
business of the underworld.
Gambling clubs started popping up
all over town. The Log Cabin,
operated by a long time local
hustler named Thomas Abdo (with
partner Sam Ziegman), was one of
the new class of casinos that started dealing cards in
1934.
On Omaha’s north side, the Sixty Club was a
popular spot for both gambling and police raids. The
club was so used to being raided that it barely fazed
them. Newspapers reported the club’s reactions with
“Half an hour after the raid,
business was proceeding as
usual” (1934) and later, “the raid
created only a momentary flurry
among the guests, and the
festivities continued” (1935).
Despite what seemed
like constant police activity, the authorities were
themselves falling under scrutiny. Sheriff Hopkins was
questioned by city commissioners as to why certain
clubs, such as the Coconut Grove and the Sixty Club,
were permitted to continue
operating even after multiple
gambling offences. With orders to
enforce at all costs, sheriff
deputies cracked down with
renewed zeal, eventually forcing
Coconut Grove Club
the owners of the Sixty Club to
(1935 – Mason & Co)
close down and sell out.
The spotlight on gambling was not making life
any easier for Sam Ziegman either. His bookie joints
were still being harassed by police and his notoriety as
Omaha’s gambling czar was making him a target.

In 1936, a lawsuit was issued by a woman
named Merle Armstrong, claiming her husband was the
victim of $865 in gambling losses at the Baseball
Headquarters. The case was played out in the local
media and the claim that gambling was a victimless
crime was quickly diminishing. Although the courts
were unanimous in their decision for Ziegman, the
disgruntled wife continued to ride it all the way to the
Supreme Court. The bad press only hurt Ziegman in the
long run and renewed public support for reform.

Chalkboards inside the Baseball Headquarters (Omaha World Herald)

If Sam Ziegman hoped the worst was finally
behind him, he would be disappointed. In May 1937,
the Chicago bookie syndicate headed by Lester Laughlin
roared into Omaha and took control. Within days, 64 of
the 67 bookie operations in town were under their
direct control, with the only holdouts being the three
operated by Sam Ziegman and his partner Casey
Gaughan (uncle of future Las Vegas legend Jackie
Gaughan, who, as a teenager at the time, was also
learning the gambling business in Omaha).
It was clear from the beginning that the new
boss saw Ziegman as no threat. In an interview with the
Lincoln Evening Journal, Laughlin was quoted as saying
about Ziegman’s group, “I think they’ll come in within a
short time.” He would be wrong.
What proceeded was another gambling war,
this one lasting for years. A rash of bombing of bookie
joints in 1938 prompted police to increase the pressure.

Ziegman, now clearly on the outside looking in, was in
defensive mode as he sustained numerous raids and
gambling charges. In 1938, the courts and police
stepped up their efforts. A district judge, openly
prejudiced against Ziegman, made sure only evidence
plainly against him was allowed. The police did their
part as well, threatening witnesses and even being
accused of beating up a gangster who refused to testify.
As a result, Ziegman and Gaughan plead guilty and
received large fines. The wheels were definitely starting
to come off.
The early 1940s fared no better as Ziegman’s
house was bombed, followed closely by the mysterious
fire that destroyed his east side Chez Paree night club,
reputedly the largest gambling casino between Reno
and Chicago. He continued for a few years struggling
against factions on both sides of the law, but it was
clear that Omaha was not in his future for long.

Life on the right side of the law however was
not to last long. In 1960, a group led by Samuel Cohen
and Meyer Lansky purchased a controlling interest in
the Flamingo and proceeded over the next seven years
to skim over $36 million in off‐the‐books IOUs.
The Feds brought charges against the
Flamingo’s owners in 1971. Sam Ziegman, now 75 years
old and retired, was brought into the case as a
beneficiary of some of the ill‐gotten money. All of the
Flamingo partners who could be found (Lansky was
hiding out in Israel) plead not guilty and the prosecutors
started building their cases.
Ziegman’s case was postponed numerous times
as his health deteriorated. He watched as fellow
conspirators were tried and found guilty, all the while
preparing his defense, as well as himself, for his day in
court. However, the man who spent a lifetime
defending himself from gambling charges would be
spared of his last battle. In 1973, the Feds took pity on
the frail old gambler and dismissed the charges based
on what they believed was his inability to stand trial.
Sam Ziegman would get the last laugh however
as he would continue to live (comfortably from a
lifetime of illegal gains) for another decade, finally
passing away in 1984 at the age of 89.
Omaha After Ziegman

The Chez Paree Club burns down (Omaha World Herald)

Ziegman Leaves Omaha
In 1951, Sam Ziegman and his partner Casey Gaughan
did what most gamblers across the country were doing ‐
they closed up shop and moved to Las Vegas where
gambling was flourishing. They invested in the post‐
Bugsy Siegel Flamingo and settled into the role of legal
casino owners.

The story of Omaha’s gambling did not end with
Ziegman’s move to Las Vegas. For the next few
decades, many men fought (and some died) in their
quest to be the boss of Omaha.
In the end, it would be the introduction of
legalized gambling in state sponsored keno parlors and
corporate operated riverboats that would be biggest
obstacle for illegal gambling.
Guns and mob bosses are no competition for a
clean legal game.
It took more than a century of history, but I
think we finally answered the question, “Where in hell
is Omaha?”

A NOTE ON OMAHA CHIPS AND THEIR ATTRIBUTIONS
When I acquired the chips used in the article, most of them were unknowns. Chips with Treyball and smkey molds are frustratingly
difficult to attribute and one has to be careful when making leaps into assigning club names to them. Below is how I was able to
conclude that the chips belonged to the clubs they are assigned to, and why I believe some have been inappropriately assigned in
the past.
I was recently given all the chips used this article in one group. It is important that notes are retained on not only where the chips
were found, but what other chips were found with them. Although they do often travel from their point of origin, many times
groups of chips from a single source travel together – especially if you are acquiring them from a non‐chipper.
The only chips that were immediately identifiable were the hub mold chips. These would provide a good starting point:
Thomas Abdo /
Sam Ziegman
The Log Cabin
Omaha, NE
(1934)

Coconut Grove
Omaha, NE
(1935)

The information from these chips provided valuable information for all the other chips and was the key to their attribution.
This first chip had some problems right off the bat as it was already attributed to two locations, Chicago, Illinois
and Jeffersonville, Indiana. The Chicago attribution is no doubt because the Hunt records show it was delivered
to E. M. O’Neil with a “Chicago” note. This would be offices for the chip distributor, not the final destination. The
Jeffersonville attribution is probably based solely on the name of a local casino, but it is a stretch as it looks like
the chips were ordered a couple years after it closed. I believe since this chip was found with the other Omaha
chips, and the “TA” chip above went to the Log Cabin in Omaha, it most likely belongs there.
The B.C. Wills & Co small key chip stamped “Sixty Club” would not be so easy. None of the information in the
attributed chips say anything about a Sixty Club, and although it is a little unusual, I doubted the name “Sixty
Club” is unique. I knew if this chip was associated with the others, I would need to find a club matching this
name somewhere in Omaha in the mid‐1930s. Sure enough, the notorious Sixty Club in Omaha popped up
immediately. I felt assured that another of the chips fell into place.
The final chip I felt confident enough to attribute was the “BBH” Treyball (3 dots) mold chip. Unlike the other
chips here, this one would not be so straight forward. However, assuming all these chips come from Omaha
around the mid‐1930s, the only club to fit the initials is the Baseball Headquarters owned by Sam Ziegman, who
happened to be on the order for the “TA” hub mold chip. If this horde was accumulated in a raid, there is no
doubt the Baseball Headquarters would be among them.
Can I be 100% certain these are correct? No, but I can be very confident. The chips were purchased from a non‐chipper, therefore I
doubt he was in the business of buying chips from multiple sources. The real kicker however is that they all fall nicely into both time
and place and not one chip can be shown to belong to anywhere else. I imagine these were probably confiscated around the same
time (mid‐late 1930s) in some of the raids that were happening in Omaha. I was lucky that all these chips were found together,
because separate, I would not be confident enough to attribute them.

